As a highly motivating and energetic speaker, **Ray Santerini** has touched the lives of tens of thousands of people by helping them discover practical avenues for professional growth and life-enhancement. His extensive background as a business leader and manager, certified fitness specialist and accomplished speaker and trainer equip Ray to present dynamic and enriching programs. Ray enjoys empowering participants to uncover their potential and make positive changes within themselves by propelling them into action. His enthusiasm for helping people learn new skills, overcome obstacles and reach their personal best translates to exciting, thought provoking training.

Ray’s ability to understand and connect with people and his passion for helping others have helped him become one of the most dynamic, entertaining, and highly requested speakers in the country. He has designed and presented training workshops, keynote speeches, and consulting services for such renowned organizations as:

- Capital One
- Johns Hopkins University
- Marriott Hotels
- McDonald’s USA
- Bridgestone
- Kaiser Permanente
- The Federal Bureau of Investigation
- Delta Airlines
- Chick-Fil-A
- Delta Dental Plan
- Penn State University
- The U.S. Army
- Navy Federal Credit Union
- Harrah’s Casino
- Stanford University
- National City Bank
- The Eaton Corporation